Seminole Sampler Block of the Month
Row 9: Rosebud Band and Spacer (Revised)

Cutting List: Cut strips as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(1) yellow strip 1-1/4” x 14”
(1) orange strip 1-1/4” x WOF; sub-cut into (1) 15” strip, (1) 16” strip.
(2) red-orange strips 1-1/4” x WOF
(2) red strips 1-1/4” x WOF
(1) black strip 3-3/8” x WOF; sub-cut into (6) 5” segments
(1) orange strip 2-1/8” x 20” (spacer triangles)
(1) black strip 2-1/8” x 24” (spacer triangles)
(1) blue strip 1” x 26” (spacer)

Strip Set A: Make 1
1-1/4” x 14” strips



Sew a yellow and orange 14” strips together. Press toward the orange strip.



Cut Strip Set A into (5) segments 1-1/4” wide. (Unit A)



Cut Strip Set A into (2) segments 2-3/8” wide. Set aside.

2-3/8” segments

1-1/4” segments

Sections:
1. Sew the (5) 1-1/4” Unit A segments to a 16” orange
strip. Segments should touch but not overlap.
2. Cut the orange strip between the segments to form
(5) Unit B sections. Press the seam toward the orange strip.

1-1/4” x 16” strip
Unit B Sections

3. Sew the 5 Unit B sections to a red-orange 1-1/4” strip as
shown at right.
4. Cut the red-orange strip between units. Press the
seam toward the red-orange strip. (Unit C)

Unit C Sections

5. Sew the 5 Unit C sections to a red-orange 1-1/4 strip.
6. Cut the red-orange strip between
units. Press seam toward the redorange strip. (Unit D)
7. Trim the Unit D sections to 2-5/8” square.

Unit D Sections

8. Repeat steps 5 and 6 with the red 1-1/4” strips. Always
press the seam toward the strip you just added. Trim the
completed Unit E sections to 3-3/8” square.
9. Make the two half blocks for each end of the row as follows.
Cut (2) 1-1/4” x 3-1/2” strips of red-orange from the remaining
red-orange strip.
10. Using the two 2-3/8” segments from Strip Set A cut earlier, sew a
1-1/4” x 3-1/2” strip of red-orange to the bottom of the orange
strip. Align the end of the red-orange strip with end of one Strip
Set A pair. Align the red-orange strip with the opposite end of
the second Strip Set A pair, as shown. Press seam toward the
orange strip. Trim the red-orange strip so the stack measures
2-5/8” tall.
11. Add a 1-1/4” x 4-1/2” red strip to the bottom of each red-orange
strip, as shown Press the seam toward the red-orange strip.
Trim the bottom of the red strip so the stack measures 3-3/8”
tall.

Unit E Sections

2-5/8”

3-3/8”

12. Using a ruler with a 45° angle marking on it, mark a light pencil
line from the top yellow corner of the strip set to the bottom
red at a 45 ° angle. This is the sewing line, represented by the
dashed line in the drawing.
13. Draw another line 1/4” away from the first line. This is the cutting
line, as represented by the solid line. Using your rotary cutter and
ruler, trim on the solid line.
14. Sew a 3-3/8” x 5” black rectangle to the flat side of the left end block.
15. Rotate the right end block and sew the black rectangle to the red side as shown. Label this as
the right end block.

Left end

Right end

16. Join the five Unit E blocks with a black 5” block between them. Press the seam toward the
black blocks.

17. Measure 1/2” to the right of each pieced block and mark the top of the black rectangle.
Measure 1/2” to the left of each pieced block and mark the bottom of the black rectangle.

18. Draw a diagonal line between the two marks, as represented by the white lines in the illustration. Cut on the line.

19. Rotate each section so the long edge of each black triangle is flat on the top and bottom.
Sew the units together matching seams, so that the side points of each rose bud block touch.

20. Trim the top and bottom of the row 1/4” above the yellow points and below the red points to
allow for seam allowance.

21. The completed row should measure 4-1/2” x 24-1/2”.

The spacer above this row is another dog tooth border row just like the ones you made in Row 7.

1. From the black 2-1/8” strip cut 1 black template A and 1 black template C. From the same
strip cut 5 black template B triangles. Trim points as on the templates.
2. From the 2-1/8” orange strip cut 6 orange template B triangles. Trim points.
3. Sew an orange and black triangle together as shown at right.
Press the seam toward the black triangle. Make 5 pairs of orange
and black triangles. Join the 5 pairs into a row.
4. Sew a black A triangle to the remaining orange triangle. Add this
unit to the right end of the row. Sew the black C triangle to the left
end of the row. Press the seams alternately to the orange and
black triangles.
5. Sew a 1” x 26” strip of blue to the orange side of the spacer
row. Trim ends even with the orange and black triangle band.
Press toward the blue strip. Finished spacer row should measure
2-1/2” x 24-1/2”.
6. Sew this spacer row to the top of Row 9.

Row 9 Dog Tooth Spacer Row Templates (Same as Row 7)
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